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The Better OptionThe Better OptionThe Better OptionThe Better Option    
  מ"ב ס' פ"ט, ס"ק מ"ב': "ואם רואה שיעבור גם זמן תפילה...ודאי יתפלל"

A certain avrech put immense efforts into his davening. Three times 
a day, he would daven slowly and with as much concentration as he 
could muster. At some point, he became very ill with hepatitis. Due to his 
condition he was weak all the time and could not wake up early enough 
to make zeman tefiilah with a careful davening. He could either daven 
quickly before the zeman or daven with intensity as usual but miss the 
zeman tefilah. This was quite a quandary for him. On the one hand, the 
point of davening is to build a relationship with Hashem. As the Shulchan 
Aruch rules later, a prayer intoned without kavanah is like a body without 
a soul. On the other hand—as we find on today’s amud—making the 
zeman is preferable, even if the davening is b’dieved. Even if one must sit 
for shemonah esrei to make the zeman he must do so. And what about 
chilul Hashem? Must he worry that davening an average davening will 
weaken others? 

When this question reached Rav Yosef Shalom Elyashiv, zt”L, he 
ruled that the young man should daven before the zeman. “It is better to 
daven on time as well as you can, even if your tefilah is more rushed. 
This rejects a common fallacy among various parties: that davening bet-
ter after zeman tefilah is preferable. This is incorrect. Even if one’s daven-
ing is inferior, it is still better than a superior davening intoned after the 
zeman tefilah. 

Rav Elyashiv added, “As far as chilul Hashem, this is certainly not an 
issue. When a person is ill there is no issue of chilul Hashem since people 
know that he is ill and is doing his best.” 

 ישיב משה, ע' י"ד

DaveningDaveningDaveningDavening    while standing on a high placewhile standing on a high placewhile standing on a high placewhile standing on a high place    
 

Shulchan Aruch Siman 90 Seif 1 

 המתפלל לא יעמד על גבי מטה וכו'

Someone who will Someone who will Someone who will Someone who will davendavendavendaven    should not stand on a bed etc.should not stand on a bed etc.should not stand on a bed etc.should not stand on a bed etc.    
 

Shulchan Aruch  ('סי' צ' סע' א) rules that one should not daven  
shemone esrei   '5(ע' פסקי תשובות הע(  while standing on top of something. 
Three reasons are suggested to explain this halacha. Bais Yosef  
 writes that a person who stands on (בשם מהר"י אבוהב ומובא במ"ב סק"א) 
something fears that he may fall and is unable to properly concentrate. 
Another reason  (ע' מ"ב סק"ג) is that the pasuk says that we are to call out 
to Hashem from the depths –  'ממעמקים קראתיך ה– and standing on 
something is inconsistent with that principle. A third explanation  
 is that tefila is supposed to parallel the service of the Bais (טור סי' צ"ח) 
HaMikdash and in the Bais HaMikdash if a kohen stood on a vessel while 
performing the service of a korban his service becomes disqualified. 
Those who are particular take into account all the different reasons and 
are careful to stand on the floor of the Bais HaKnesses without anything 
separating between themselves and the floor of the Bais HaKnesses, and 
they will not stand on the bimah even if it has walls or is four amos 
squared. 
 

Mishnah Berurah  writes that on Yom Kippur one should (סי' תרי"ד סק"ט) 
not stand on pillows or blankets to daven even though one is not wearing 
shoes. Even if the pillows or blankets are not three tefachim high, one 
should not stand on them since it appears haughty. It would be permit-
ted, however, to spread grass on the floor for those who are cold to pro-
tect their feet from the cold floor. Sha’ar HaTzion  adds that (שם ס"ק י"א) 
the practice does not display haughtiness and is thus permitted. 

Siman 89 Seif 8:Siman 89 Seif 8:Siman 89 Seif 8:Siman 89 Seif 8:    

In a pressing circumstance, for example, one has to wake up early to travel, In a pressing circumstance, for example, one has to wake up early to travel, In a pressing circumstance, for example, one has to wake up early to travel, In a pressing circumstance, for example, one has to wake up early to travel, 
one may one may one may one may davendavendavendaven    after after after after amud hashacharamud hashacharamud hashacharamud hashachar    but wait to read but wait to read but wait to read but wait to read shemashemashemashema    until the correct until the correct until the correct until the correct 
time arrives (if it is possible for one to read time arrives (if it is possible for one to read time arrives (if it is possible for one to read time arrives (if it is possible for one to read shemashemashemashema    while travelling, meaning while travelling, meaning while travelling, meaning while travelling, meaning 
that one could concentrate while reading the first that one could concentrate while reading the first that one could concentrate while reading the first that one could concentrate while reading the first pasukpasukpasukpasuk.) Even though he will .) Even though he will .) Even though he will .) Even though he will 
not be able to juxtapose not be able to juxtapose not be able to juxtapose not be able to juxtapose גאולה    and and and and tefilatefilatefilatefila    it is preferable to it is preferable to it is preferable to it is preferable to davendavendavendaven    in one’s in one’s in one’s in one’s 
house standing than to house standing than to house standing than to house standing than to davendavendavendaven    in the correct time while travelling even with the in the correct time while travelling even with the in the correct time while travelling even with the in the correct time while travelling even with the 
advantage of connecting advantage of connecting advantage of connecting advantage of connecting גאולה    to to to to tefilatefilatefilatefila....    

 Since it is difficult for one to concentrate while davening it is preferable to 

daven early despite all the shortcomings involved with davening early. 
(M.B. 39) 

 Earlier than amud hashachar one may not daven. Once the time that one 

could recognize an acquaintance at four amos arrives one could daven 
everything. (M.B. 40) 

 If one is davening with a minyan early and one calculates that the time that 
one could recognize an acquaintance at four amos will arrive before 
borchu one may start baruch she’amar without tefillin or put on tefillin 
without the beracha and after yishtabach he could move them and then 
recite the beracha. (M.B. 40) 

 If one knows that he will not be able to concentrate on even the first pasuk 
he may read shema immediately after amud hashachar. (M.B. 41) 

 Most people do not follow this ruling, apparently because they follow the 

opinion that maintains that juxtaposing  גאולה and tefila is preferable. (M.B. 42) 

 If one fears that the time for shema will pass he should read shema while 
travelling and when he reaches his destination he will reread shema with 
the berachos and juxtapose גאולה and tefila. If one fears that the time for 
davening will pass he should read shemone esrei while travelling. If one is 
travelling at night he should wait until he reaches his destination to daven 
rather than daven while travelling unless he fears that he will fall asleep 
and miss davening altogether. (M.B. 42) 

Siman 90 Seif 1:Siman 90 Seif 1:Siman 90 Seif 1:Siman 90 Seif 1:    

One should not recite One should not recite One should not recite One should not recite shemone esreishemone esreishemone esreishemone esrei    while standing on a bed, a chair or a while standing on a bed, a chair or a while standing on a bed, a chair or a while standing on a bed, a chair or a 
bench (even if it is not three bench (even if it is not three bench (even if it is not three bench (even if it is not three tefachimtefachimtefachimtefachim) nor on a high place unless he is elderly, ) nor on a high place unless he is elderly, ) nor on a high place unless he is elderly, ) nor on a high place unless he is elderly, 
ill or if his intent is to hear the ill or if his intent is to hear the ill or if his intent is to hear the ill or if his intent is to hear the tzibburtzibburtzibburtzibbur....    

 Since the person will fear that he will fall he will not be able to properly 

concentrate. (M.B. 1) 

 Bach and Taz permit standing on something that is not three tefachim but 

Elya Rabba agrees with Shulchan Aruch’s stringent ruling. (M.B. 2) 

 Some authorities maintain that if one is afraid he will fall he may not stand 
on a high place even if his intent is to hear the tzibbur. (M.B. 5) 

 Magen Avrohom writes that the custom is for the shaliach tzibbur to stand 

in a place that is lower than the rest of the Bais HaKnesses since the pasuk 
extols davening from the depths and that is why Chazal use the phrase 
“descending before the tzibbur. (M.B. 5) 

Siman 90 Seif 2:Siman 90 Seif 2:Siman 90 Seif 2:Siman 90 Seif 2:    

The height that is considered too high is three The height that is considered too high is three The height that is considered too high is three The height that is considered too high is three tefachimtefachimtefachimtefachim. If it was three . If it was three . If it was three . If it was three tefachimtefachimtefachimtefachim    
high but four amos square on top it is similar to an attic and it is permitted to high but four amos square on top it is similar to an attic and it is permitted to high but four amos square on top it is similar to an attic and it is permitted to high but four amos square on top it is similar to an attic and it is permitted to 
davendavendavendaven    there. Similarly, if it was surrounded by walls even if it is not four there. Similarly, if it was surrounded by walls even if it is not four there. Similarly, if it was surrounded by walls even if it is not four there. Similarly, if it was surrounded by walls even if it is not four amosamosamosamos    
squared it is permitted to squared it is permitted to squared it is permitted to squared it is permitted to davendavendavendaven    there since its height is not discernable since it there since its height is not discernable since it there since its height is not discernable since it there since its height is not discernable since it 
is its own domain.is its own domain.is its own domain.is its own domain.    

 If a shul that has a new bimah but the walls for the bimah have not yet 
been constructed it is prohibited to daven there. (M.B. 7) 

Siman 90 Seif 3:Siman 90 Seif 3:Siman 90 Seif 3:Siman 90 Seif 3:    
Tradesmen who are working for their employer may Tradesmen who are working for their employer may Tradesmen who are working for their employer may Tradesmen who are working for their employer may davendavendavendaven    on top of an olive on top of an olive on top of an olive on top of an olive 
tree or a fig tree and it does not violate the injunction against tree or a fig tree and it does not violate the injunction against tree or a fig tree and it does not violate the injunction against tree or a fig tree and it does not violate the injunction against daveningdaveningdaveningdavening    on a on a on a on a 
high place. The reason is that since they ascended the tree to work it is compa-high place. The reason is that since they ascended the tree to work it is compa-high place. The reason is that since they ascended the tree to work it is compa-high place. The reason is that since they ascended the tree to work it is compa-
rable to one who ascended to an attic. If a tradesman is in another type of tree rable to one who ascended to an attic. If a tradesman is in another type of tree rable to one who ascended to an attic. If a tradesman is in another type of tree rable to one who ascended to an attic. If a tradesman is in another type of tree 
he must descend. The reason for the distinction is that the olive tree has many he must descend. The reason for the distinction is that the olive tree has many he must descend. The reason for the distinction is that the olive tree has many he must descend. The reason for the distinction is that the olive tree has many 
more branches than other trees and it would be a significant disruption to climb more branches than other trees and it would be a significant disruption to climb more branches than other trees and it would be a significant disruption to climb more branches than other trees and it would be a significant disruption to climb 
up and descend, therefore, Chazal instructed the tradesmen to up and descend, therefore, Chazal instructed the tradesmen to up and descend, therefore, Chazal instructed the tradesmen to up and descend, therefore, Chazal instructed the tradesmen to davendavendavendaven    there but there but there but there but 
regarding other trees the tradesmen must descend since it will not cause a sig-regarding other trees the tradesmen must descend since it will not cause a sig-regarding other trees the tradesmen must descend since it will not cause a sig-regarding other trees the tradesmen must descend since it will not cause a sig-
nificant disruption. An employer must descend no matter type of tree he is on to nificant disruption. An employer must descend no matter type of tree he is on to nificant disruption. An employer must descend no matter type of tree he is on to nificant disruption. An employer must descend no matter type of tree he is on to 
davendavendavendaven    since he is not obligated to work for someone else. Chazal’s leniency since he is not obligated to work for someone else. Chazal’s leniency since he is not obligated to work for someone else. Chazal’s leniency since he is not obligated to work for someone else. Chazal’s leniency 
was only for employees to prevent interrupting their work but not for employers.was only for employees to prevent interrupting their work but not for employers.was only for employees to prevent interrupting their work but not for employers.was only for employees to prevent interrupting their work but not for employers.    
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